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Guide to Menus & the Site Map 
 
Who needs this? Administrators (Content Editors if designated) 
 
This is your go-to guide for a quick explanation of how menus and page creation/deletion work 
in the OISE CMS. 
 
Navigation Styles: Crossbar and Sidebar 

 
There are two navigational styles available for CMS sites: the crossbar and the sidebar menu.  
Depending on organizational requirements for your site, you may want to use both, or just a 
sidebar menu.   

 
 
Including a crossbar menu is a good option if your content has multiple organizational levels and 
needs to be broken up into several large sections.  The crossbar serves as the highest level of 
menu organization.  In the EC example above, the fundamental categories are on the crossbar, 
and clicking on any one of them will send the user to the appropriate front page for that 
category.  Each of the main sections that show up on the crossbar menu will have its own 
sidebar menu, which will show up on every page in that section for easy navigation within that 
particular category; the sidebar is a subset of the crossbar menu selected.  The example above, 
Contact Us and Accessibility on the sidebar are accessed by clicking on the Home ink on the 
crossbar. 
 
For simpler sites with fewer levels of organization, the crossbar can be omitted, and links to all 
your relevant pages can fit on the sidebar.  Menu links on the sidebar can also have further sub 
categories that will appear indented. 
 
To set up a crossbar menu, use the site configuration page.  Sidebar menus are present on all 
sites.  See “Using the Site Configuration Page” for more information. 
 
The Quick Links Menu is an optional drop-down menu for the crossbar.  It can be used to link 
directly to existing pages that are visited frequently by your users.  These pages can be internal 
pages (already for of your site) or external web pages. 

Crossbar 
Menu 

Sidebar  
Menu 

Quick 
Links 
Menu 
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To edit menus on your site, click on the Edit button at the top left of the screen:  This will 
open the whole site for editing.  Once the site is open for editing, the menus will have the same 
icon – click on it to begin editing the menu content.   
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Working With the Menu Editor 

 
Once you open up a menu for editing, you’ll get the following editor: 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Use this field to add 
new menu items (see 
below for more 
information) 

Click on an existing 
menu item to open 
up editing options 

Move the chosen item 
within the menu 

Removal options (see 
below for more 
information) 

Click to edit item name 
and formatting 

Change the name of a 
menu item here 

Change the column 
format of the page 

Click to submit 
changes 

Indent or hide menu 
item 
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Working with Menu Items and Pages 

 
The menu editor is where you create, delete, rename and change the column formatting 
settings for pages on your site. 
 
Creating a page: By entering a name for a new page and clicking Add Menu Item (see first 
editor image above), you create a new page which is automatically added to your site, and a link 
to the new page is created in the menu.  When you click on the newly added menu link you are 
brought to the new page, which can be opened for editing so you can add your content. 
 
Moving Menu Items: The Up and Down buttons allow you to change the position of a chosen 
menu item.  You can also indent an item using the >> button.  Menu items can be indented 
several levels, to reflect the hierarchical organization of your site’s content.  Note: Crossbar 
menu items cannot be indented, as they are displayed horizontally.  Indenting can only be used 
on a sidebar menu! 
 
Removing Items and Pages: You are given two options when you wish to remove items from 
the menu (see second editor image):   
 

1. Remove Menu Item will remove the linked item in the menu, but will not remove the web 
page it’s linked to.  The page will continue to exist on the site, and will show up in the 
site map, but not on the menu.  In general, it is better to avoid this practice, and use the 
Hide option (see below). 

 
2. Delete Page and Menu Item will delete both the page and the menu item.  Use it if you 

want to completely remove a page from your site.  NOTE: If you delete a menu that 
contains sub-menus, all the sub-menus will be deleted as well. 

 
Hiding Menu Items: The Hide button allows you to make a menu item invisible.  It will not 
remove the page or the menu item, it will only make the menu item invisible to non-editing 
users.  This is handy if you have created a page but have not perfected the content yet; you can 
hide the menu link to that page until the page is ready to go live, then unhide it (the Show 
command shows up in the same place when you go to edit a hidden menu item).  The page will 
still show up in your site map while hidden, but most users don’t use the site map, so this should 
not be a problem.  While in editing mode, hidden links in the menus will appear with two 
asterisks (**) beside them to denote their status. 

 
Editing Menu Items: The New Menu Item Name field (see third menu editor image) allows you 
to change the label of a chosen menu item.  Enter the new name and click Submit Edit.  Tip: 
Make sure the new name you choose is consistent with the title of the page it links to! 
 
You can also change the column layout of the chosen page to one, two or three columns.  Use 
this carefully, as the page will likely need to be completely reformatted if you add or remove 
columns once the page already has content.  Use the drop-down menu to choose the numbers 
of columns you wish to change the page to, and click Submit Edit. 
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The Quick Links Menu 

 
The editor for the Quick Links menu works in the same fashion as those for the crossbar and 
sidebar, except for one important difference. 
 

 
When editing an item in the Quick Links menu, there is a 
field for the address you’d like the item to link to.  Enter 
the address yourself, or if you are linking to a page on 
your site, you can click on Choose a new Page on this 
Site and you’ll get a pop-up window with a list of all the 
pages on your site.  
 
Simply click on the page you’d like to link to and the link 
will be entered automatically.  Click Submit Edit to finalize 
the Quick Links entry. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Enter Quick Link 
web address here 

Click the link for the page you’d like to link to 
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The Site Map 

 
The Site Map is a list of all of the pages on your CMS site.  It can be a helpful tool for keeping 
your site organized.  All visitors to your site can access the Site Map.   
 
The site map is accessed through a link at the top of your site: 

 
It contains a list of all the pages contained on your site.  If you are in editing mode, the list will 
include button for deleting pages from your site. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you need to remove multiple pages or entire directories of pages, this is the easiest way to do 
it.  For single pages, you can use this method, or go through the menu editor and use Delete 
Page and Remove Menu Item. 
 

Regular View Editing View 


